~ authoring their future
It's here! The answer we've all been waiting for ...
We are currently in the midst of a seismic social
experiment. Instead of straight answers to curious
questions, young people are met with an “eye-full of
everything” via online porn, pop-ups, secret chats,
hyper-sexed selfies, and a swipe left or right “judge
with a click” instant gratification online culture.
For some, it’s easier to turn a blind eye and hope for the best, but hypersexualised images and
music, adult-themed video games and unlimited free porn are only a click away. This psychological
cocktail and steady stream of toxic messaging is impacting young people's lives.

We shouldn't be surprised at the toll these social challenges are having
on our kids' mental health, safety and relational success.
We have two choices. Either leave our kids to their own "devices"—or,
confront this toxic culture with the best defence we have—education. Many
schools are feeling the burden, but simply don’t know where to start.
IQ PROGRAMS

equip educators for the task of supporting kids and teens to author their future.

Meeting child-safety, developmental and wellbeing needs, teachers receive guided narratives and
comprehensive tools to help them deliver tricky conversations confidently.
IQ PROGRAMS

provide students with skills to avoid and respond to online risks—

and an understanding of how porn and other technologies can affect their developing
brain. Students are supported with age-relevant content to cultivate their relational
and sexual wellbeing, and build resilience to external cultural pressures.

The result? Children & teens gain a deep respect for the power of choice and change, empowered to
challenge social influences for the betterment of themselves, others and the world around them.
IQ PROGRAMS provide curriculum focussed on safety and mental wellbeing to prevent porn harms.
IQ PROGRAMS provide educators with confidence and save schools hours of time and stress.
IQ PROGRAMS provide online access to comprehensive specialist materials prepared by experts.
IQ PROGRAMS provide parent & caregiver engagement strategies, including unit overviews,
conversation suggestions and more!
IQ PROGRAMS have been developed for Australian and New Zealand schools and are readily
adaptable for global release.
Get in touch with us at iqprograms.com to
implement IQ PROGRAMS in your school today!
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